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Abstract. In this study, the rebound vibration characteristics of the internal mirror of an SLR 
camera are investigated using experimental models. The mechanism of the mirror rebound 
phenomena is tested by using the two-rectangular-metal-plates model, which has two plates 
bonded by double-sided tape. The mirror (plates) model is supported by fixing its longitudinal 
edge on a horizontal rotatable shaft. The bonded-mirror-model swings down freely around a 
horizontal axis and hits a stopper. A laser displacement meter is used to measures the amount 
of rebound and the mirror model vibration behavior. The rebound angle varies by the stopper 
position and the bonded position of the double-sided tape. In the case of a small rebound angle, 
the mirror part of the plate (upper side plate) vibrates with large amplitude, and its movement 
is measured by a 3-dimentional high-speed camera.  

1.  Introduction 
Single-Lens Reflex (SLR) cameras have a moving mirror system. When the shutter release button is 
pressed, the mirror swings up to the upper side of the camera, and the light coming through the lens 
proceeds straight to the shutter curtain. After the image pickup device is exposed, the mirror swings 
down and strikes the stopper. At this moment, the impact force is applied to the mirror and a rebound 
vibration occurs. While the mirror is vibrating, the autofocus mechanisms cannot work and a 
photographer is momentarily unable to shoot another photo. In order to shoot pictures continuously, a 
mirror rebound vibration suppressing mechanism is required. The actual internal mirror is bonded to a 
mirror on the body part by an adhesion or double-sided tapes. 

High-performance SLR cameras have a rebound reducing mechanism, which leads to high 
production costs. Low-cost SLR cameras do not have a rebound reduction mechanism, and with this 
study, a new method for vibration suppression is sought after. In order to find such a method, first, the 
essential mechanisms of the rebound phenomena must be clarified. For this purpose, it is necessary to 
change the stopper position, mirror structure, and associated components.  

The collision behavior of a bouncing object was presented in many previous articles [1]-[3]. 
Especially, previous studies on the collision behavior of a tennis racket [4]-[8] or a bat and a ball [9] 
have considered the eigenvalue and vibration modes to describe the rebound phenomena. Another 
point to consider is the mechanical energy of collision phenomena. From the previous study, it can be 
analogized that the mirror rebound phenomena is related to the vibration behavior of the mirror. 
However, in the study of the tennis rackets, the rebound object is the ball and the vibrating object is 
the racket, but in this study, the mirror vibrated and rebound by itself. Thus, an explanation of the 
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phenomena for the bouncing object was needed. Similar studies that summarize the behavior of the 
rigid body and elastic vibration of a plate that rebounds post-collision were not found.  

In a previous study [10], [11], it was made clear that the rebound amount of a mirror model was 
determined by the mode of vibration. However, the mirror model used in this paper was a single-plate 
model. Actual internal mirrors consist of a body part and a mirror part. This study investigates the 
rebound characteristics of two-plates bonded mirror model. In order to clear the mechanisms of the 
rebound phenomena of the model, a 3-dimentional measuring system is used. The aim of this study is 
to explain the rebound mechanism of the two-plates bonded mirror model. 

 

2.  Experimental method 

2.1.  Mirror models 
Figure 1 shows the mirror model used in this study. The mirror model shown in Figure 1 is a scaled-up 
model. M3 bolts with a jig fasten the mirror models onto the shaft. The mirror model rotates with the 
jigs and shaft. The stainless-steel-shaft diameter was 4 mm and was attached to the main body by ball 
bearings. In order to measure the vibration behavior of the mirror model in high precision, scaled-up 
mirror models were used. The characteristic of the rebound phenomenon was almost the same between 
the actual-size model and the scaled-up model [7].  

The actual mirror has some parts in a mirror system, such as a sub mirror or support frame. The 
mirror models were made out of aluminum plates with a thickness of 1 mm. A 54x68mm rectangular 
plate was used for the model of the mirror part, and a 60x80mm plate with a 20x40 rectangular hole 
was used for the model of the body part. Both plates were bonded by a double-sided tape. The stopper 
position was determined by distance ys from the model edge as shown, and ys can vary from 0 mm to 
40 mm by 4 mm increments. The rebound angle was measured at every stopper position of ys. The 
stopper was a consisted of an aluminum column with a 5 mm diameter, and a 1 mm length of column 
contacts with the mirror model. Hardness of stopper is important to determine the mirror angle in a 
SLR camera. The mirror angle has to decide exactly in static position for good finder image and auto 
focus sensor working well. Because of above, the soft materials do not use for the stopper. 

 

 

Figure 1. An internal mirror model of a SLR camera. 
 

Two kinds of double-sided tapes were used. One was a polyethylene foam, the other was a fiber 
fabric. The thicknesses of the polyethylene tapes were 1.2 mm and 0.33 mm. The thickness of the fiber 
fabric tape was 0.17mm. These tapes were different from the actual bonded material of an internal 
mirror. In this study, in order to define the movement of the mirror part and the body part of the mirror 
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model, the parts were bonded softer than an actual mirror. Three kinds of bonded types were used, as 
shown in figures 2 to 4. Type A is the original position. This is a model of an actual internal mirror. 
The location of the tape is asymmetric in some cases of actual internal mirror. Type B is bonded by all 
sections of contact surface between the body parts. Type C is bonded by the edge of the mirror parts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Type A (Original 
position) 

 Figure 3.  Type B (All 
section of the mirror part.) 

 Figure 4. Type C (Edge of 
the mirror part.) 

 

2.2.  Experimental equipment 
Figure 5 shows the experimental equipment. The stopper was located 45 deg below the rotation axis of 
the shaft. The mirror model freely swung down from the horizontal plane (θ = 45 deg) and hit the 
stopper that was located at θ = 0 deg. As shown in figure 1 and figure 5, the measurement point of the 
rebound angle was placed, and the laser displacement meter was used to measure the displacement of 
the mirror model. Then, an A/D converter and a computer were used to record the time series data. 
The sampling period was 100 μsec. The measured displacement was converted to the mirror model 
angle θ. Figure 6 shows an example of the experimental result. The maximum rebound displacement 
in the time series data is defined as θr that is the rebound angle of the mirror model. The measurements 
were repeated three times per set, and the average was taken as the rebound angle. The measurements 
were repeated 3 times per set and the average was taken as the rebound angle. The maximum data 
variability was 0.8 deg in 3 times measurement. 
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Figure 5. Experimental equipment to measure the rebound angle of the mirror model. 
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Figure 6. Example of the time series of a mirror rebound 
phenomenon, where the mirror model repeats the collision many 
times. The maximum rebound angle is determined at θr.  

 

2.3.   Measurement of vibration behavior of the mirror model 
In order to measure the behavior of the mirror model, a 3-dimensional measuring system was used. 
Figure 7 shows the measuring system. Two high-speed cameras took movies from different directions. 
The mirror motion was analyzed by DIPP-Motion 3D. DIPP-Motion 3D is a motion analysis software 
that is able to analyze from two high-speed movies. DIPP-Motion 3D gives displacements of markers 
in the mirror model’s moving picture in 3-dimensional space. Figure 8 shows the markers on the 
mirror model. Point P1 to P10 were analyzed by DIPP-Motion 3D. In the analysis, the Y-direction 
indicates the vertical direction of the mirror surface. Namely, the displacement of the Y-direction 
indicates the out-of-plane motion of the mirror model around θ=0. The flame rate of the high-speed 
movie was 8,000 fps. Figure.9 shows an example of the motion analysis result. It shows that the 
collision between the bonded mirror model and stopper model occurs at about 0.006 sec. 

 

 

Figure 7. 3D motion measuring system which used two high 
speed cameras.  
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Figure 8. Markers for motion analysis of the mirror model. Point P1 
to P10 are analyzed by motion capture software (DIPP-Motion 3D).  

 

 

Figure 9. Example of 3D-motion analysis by DIPP-Motion 3D. Bonded mirror 
model is 1.2 mm tape Type A. The stopper position is 4 mm. 

 

3.  Experimental results 

3.1.  Measurement of rebound angle 
Figure 10 shows the result of the rebound angle measurement for the bonded-mirror-models. The 
bonded type was Type A. The kind of double-sided tape was changed. 0.17mm-thckness fiber fabric 
tape is often used commercial product. The horizontal axis is stopper position ys and the vertical axis is 
the rebound angle θr (the maximum angle of the rebound motion). The rebound angles became larger 
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as the stopper position rises on the whole. The yellow line indicates the result of the mirror model 
without a mirror part. Namely, this mirror model is only the body part. The rebound angle amount 
varied from about 26 to 34 deg. The blue line indicates the result of a bonded-mirror-model with a 
0.17 mm-thickness fiber fabric double-sided tape. These two curves were almost the same. It shows 
that the thin fiber fabric double-sided tape had only a marginal effect on the rebound behavior. In the 
case of the 0.17 mm double-sided tape, the mirror part is integrally bonded with the body part. From 
this result, it was supposed that this model vibrated like a unity plate. The adhesive strength of 
0.17mm double-sided tape was enough to become unified the mirror part and body part. The green line 
indicates the result of a bonded-mirror-model with a 0.33 mm-thickness polyethylene foam double-
sided tape. The mirror part is easy to move independently than the case of 0.17mm tape. In the case of 
the lower stopper position, the rebound angle was smaller than the single body-part case and the 0.17 
mm-thickness case. The red line indicates the result of a bonded mirror model with a 1.2 mm-
thickness polyethylene foam double-sided tape. In this case, the rebound angle was small against the 
stopper position. The thickness of tapes had suppression effect on the rebound angle. 

Figure 11 shows the result of the effect of the bonded type on the rebound angle. In the case of 
Type B and Type C, the rebound angle was almost the same. The rebound angle of Type A was the 
smallest of the three kinds of bonding type. When the stopper position ys is 4 mm, the rebound angle 
of Type A has the smallest amount of 15.5 deg. In the case of 1.2 mm polyethylene double-sided tape, 
it has shown that the bonded type has large effects on the rebound angle. The Type A was the best 
bonding form of the three kinds of bonding type. Because, if the maximum rebound angle becomes 
small, the mirror rebound vibration will stop in a short time. However, when the stopper position 
becomes large, the rebound angle of Type A becomes as large as other models.  

 

 

 

Figure 10. Effects of different kinds of bonded tape on the rebound angle of the 
bonded mirror model. The rebound angle varies by stopper position and kind of 
tape. 
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Figure 11. Effects of bonded type on the rebound angle of the bonded mirror 
model. The kind of tape is polyethylene foam with a 1.2mm thickness.  

 

3.2.  Measurement of motion of mirror model 
Figure 12 and 13 show the result of the motion analysis of the boded mirror model. In the analysis, 
DIPP-Motion 3D can analyze 10 points on the mirror model at same time. Figure 12 and 13 show only 
the characteristic points from the results. Point P1 and point P2 were markers on the body part of 
mirror model. Point P5 and point P8 were markers on the mirror part of mirror model. The horizontal 
axis indicates the time scale in an increment of 0.002 sec. The vertical axis of the graph indicates the 
displacement of the marker point in the Y-axis direction. The sampling period was 1.25x10-4 sec. This 
sampling point was determined by the frame rate of the high speed camera. 

Figure 12 shows the result of the stopper position of ys =4 mm. In this case, the rebound angle 
became the smallest value in all mirror models. At the collision time, point P1 moved in the negative 
direction, but point P2 did not move. This result shows that the body part deforms elastically because 
of collision with the stopper model. The pink line indicates the movement of point P5 that is on the 
mirror part. The P5 moved similarly to the movement of P1. The difference of the Y-axis displacement 
between P1 and P5 equals the sum of the thickness of the mirror part and the double-sided tape. The 
dark green line indicates point P8’s movement. The P8 vibrated with the different period of other 
points. At the separation time, P1 and P5 were moving in the positive direction but P8 was moving in 
the negative direction. P2 remained stationary at this time. This movement of point P8 provided a 
reaction force to the body part through the double-sided tape. The direction of the reaction force was 
negative on the Y-axis. At the same moment, another reaction force was acting from the stopper. This 
reaction force was positive on the Y-axis. Therefore, the resultant force was reduced. The resultant 
force determined the rebound angle. The reason for reducing the rebound angle is that the reaction 
force from the mirror part acts on the negative direction. This reducing mechanism was similar to a 
dynamic damper. 
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Figure 12. Time series of the Y axis direction displacement of the bonded-mirror model at the 
collision time. Stopper position is 4 mm, which is the smallest rebound angle case. The kind of tape 
is polyethylene foam with a 1.2 mm thickness.  

 
Figure 13 shows that the time series of the Y axis direction displacement of the bonded-mirror 

model. The stopper position was ys =40mm. In this stopper position, the rebound angle became the 
largest value in this model. All curves were similar to each other. Point P2 and P8 had almost the same 
movement. In the same manner as these two points, the movements of point P1 and P5 were similar to 
each other. From this result, it was supposed that the reaction force from the stopper and the reaction 
force from the mirror part acted in the same direction. Therefore, the rebound angle became large. 

In the case of the larger rebound angle, the mirror part did not rotate around the Z-axis. Conversely, 
when the rotating motion of the mirror part occurred around the Z-axis, the reaction force from the 
mirror part reduced the resultant force acting on the mirror model.  

 

 

Figure 13. Time series of the Y axis direction displacement of the bonded mirror model at the 
collision time. Stopper position is 40 mm, which is the largest rebound angle case. The kind of tape 
is polyethylene foam with a 1.2 mm thickness.  

 

4.  Conclusion 
The results of experiments for investigation about the characteristics of rebound vibration of the two-
plates bonded mirror model are as follows. 
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• Thin fiber fabric double-sided tape had small effects on the rebound angle. The rebound angle 
has been almost the same as the single plate model. 

• The polyethylene foam double-sided tape has been effective to reduce the rebound angle. The 
effective condition was that the bonding form was Type A and stopper position was 4 mm in 
this study. Type A was the structure that rotates around the Z-axis easier than other models. 
When the rotating motion of the mirror part occurs around the Z-axis, the reaction force from 
the mirror part to the body part reduces the resultant force acting on the mirror model. 

• The vibration reducing mechanism has been supposed to as the mechanism of a dynamic 
damper. 

The simulation of a simple lumped parameter model is a future work of this research. The result of 
it will reveal more about the mechanisms of reducing rebound angle of two-plates bonded mirror 
model. The location of the tape will be optimized by the simulation. 
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